Prioritizing Lives in Philanthropy

DEMOCRACY & GOVERNANCE COLLABORATIVE | OVERVIEW

The Democracy and Governance Collaborative (DaGC) is developing an innovative ecosystem that engages diverse stakeholders to identify outcome-led solutions for improved governance, which is a prerequisite for India to ensure effective, inclusive and sustainable development for all.

THE DAGC CURRENTLY SUPPORTS WORKS IN THREE PRIORITY AREAS:

- **Strengthening Local Governments**
  To ensure effective delivery of public services, through capacity building support & increased interactions at the urban & rural levels.

- **Empowering Citizens**
  To actively participate in governance processes and ensure they effectively weigh in on decisions that affect their lives.

- **Advancing Access to Justice and Rule of Law**
  To enable civil society organizations, paralegals and lawyers to ensure the judicial system is effective, efficient, transparent and accountable.

TO ACHIEVE OUTCOMES ACROSS THESE THREE PRIORITY AREAS, THE DAGC:

- Drives local philanthropic investments towards strategic governance initiatives
- Mainstreams governance issues through thought leadership & insights in media
- Provides capacity building support to scalable, locally-led non-profits in each priority area
- Accelerates consolidation & growth of the field by building multi-stakeholder alliances that enable innovation, peer-learning & promotion of best practices